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Picture Books & Graphic
1. Barnett, Mac. The Wolf, the duck & the Mouse. (J PIC)
2. Choldenko, Gennifer. Dad and the Dinosaur. (J PIC)
3. Cummings, Phil. Boy. (J PIC)
4. Diaz, Junot. Islandborn. (J IFIC)
5. Esenwine, Matt Forrest. Flashlight Night. (J PIC)
6. Liniers. Good Night, Planet. (J GRAPHIC)
7. Messner, Kate. Over and Under the Pond. (J PIC, EB)
8. Pichard, Alexandra. Pen Pals. (J PIC)
10. Vernick, Audrey. Second Grade Holdout. (J PIC)

Easy Readers & Beginning Chapter
11. Butler, Dori Hillestad. King & Kayla and the Case of the Mysterious Mouse. (J EASY)
13. Driscoll, Laura. Louise Loves Bake Sales. (J EASY)
14. Miedoso, Andres. The Haunted House Next Door. (J BEG CHP)
15. Redmond, E. S. Bug Blonsky and His Very Long List of Don’t. (J BEG CHP)
17. Sharmat, Marjorie. Nate the Great and the Wandering Word. (J EASY)
18. Tashjian, Janet. The Case of the Missing Action Figure. (J BEG CHP)

Non-Fiction & Biography
21. Dennis, Sarah. Animal Camouflage. (J 591.29 D42A)
22. Rinker, Sherri. Big Machines. (J BIO B957.RI)
23. Robbins, Dean. Margaret and the Moon. (J BIO H18.RO)
24. Verde, Susan. I am Peace. (J 613.79 V58I)
25. Weschler, Doug. Hidden Life of a Toad. (J 597.87 W41H)

Need even more books to read? Check the shelves for these series and authors we love!

Series: Noodlehead by Tedd Arnold (J GRAPHIC)
Princess Posey by Stephanie Greene (J BEG CHP) • Charlie & Mouse by Laurel Snyder (J EASY)

Authors: David Adler • Dan Gutman

EB = E-Book, EA=E-Audiobook